
FusionWMS is the only Warehouse Management System that seamlessly integrates instantly and effortlessly 
into Acumatica and does not require any local software to be installed other than on handheld devices such as 
smart phones or tablet devices.

Unique Selling Proposition (USP)

Key Features

FusionWMS is the only embedded 
WMS Solution within Acumatica
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Real-time Integration: Instantly updates Acumatica in real time, eliminating the need for duplicate 
databases or synchronization processes.

Effortless Setup: Easily set up within Acumatica and install the app on handheld devices for 
immediate usability.

Customizable Interface: Tailor your Warehouse Management System to your unique needs and 
workflows, ensuring a seamless and intutive operation.

Pallet Management: Efficiently manage pallets within the system.

Advanced Pick, Pack & Ship: Employ advanced methods for picking, packing, and shipping.

Assembly / Light Manufacturing: Facilitate assembly and light manufacturing processes.

Inner Pack / Master Pack: Manage inner and master packs effectively.

Parcel, LTL, TL Management: Seamlessly manage parcel, less-than-truckload (LTL), and truckload (TL) shipments.

Manufacturing Data Collection: Collect crucial manufacturing data within the system.

Cross Docking: Streamline cross docking processes for enhanced efficiency.

Optimized Shipments and Picks: Optimize shipments and picks to improve overall efficiency.

Reliable Multi-level Support: Benefit from dependable, multi-level support for uninterrupted operations.

SCHEDULE A DEMOTo Learn More
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Why FusionWMS?
FusionWMS is a vital asset for the manufacturing and retail sectors. It effectively tracks 
incoming and outgoing materials and goods, optimizing warehouse processes for enhanced 
efficiency.

Key Benefits 
Rapid Usability: Instantly engage by installing handheld 
devices for immediate productivity gains.

Time and Cost Efficiency: Eliminate complex installation and 
sync costs, maintaining consistent alignment.

Scalability: Easily adapt to growing needs and user bases with 

the integration's scalable approach.

For details on pricing, please refer to the submitted Pricing Rate Card.

FusionWMS outperforms its competitors with these exclusive featurs:

Competitor Analysis

Tailor the interface to your specific needs.

Effortlessly receive items using handheld devices.

Manage put away and cross docking processes on handheld devices.

Handle materials seamlessly with handheld devices.

Optimize shipment processes directly from handheld devices.

Streamline picking tasks, including pick optimization, using handheld devices.

Achieve efficient packing, including multipack, via handheld devices.



While FusionWMS seamlessly integrates with Acumatica, specific 
handheld devices are recommended for optimal compatibility:

Differentiators

Must-Have Prerequisite

FusionWMS is the only full warehouse management solution embedded 
in Acumatica with no external tables or applications other than the 
software on the Android handheld.
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Notable devices include Dolphin CT60 Handheld Computer, 
P-RANGER Mobile Computer, EVO TP6, and TC21/TC26 Touch 
Computer.

Also supports various handheld options from Honeywell, Intermec, 
and Motorola, as long as they run Android 6.0 or newer and have 
Bluetooth or Wi-Fi capability.

Prefer to contact us to provide the make and model if other devices 
are preferred to ensure compatibility.


